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ABSTRACT: Boron carbide (B4C) is the third hardest material in nature, but
applications are hindered by its brittle failure under impact. We found that this brittle
failure of B4C arises from amorphous shear band formation due to deconstruction of
icosahedral clusters, and on the basis of this model we suggest and validate with
quantum mechanics (QM, PBE ﬂavor of density function theory) that a laminated
B4C−B6O composite structure will eliminate this brittle failure. Using QM to apply
shear deformations along various slip systems, we ﬁnd that the (001)/[100] slip system
has the lowest maximum shear strength, indicating it to be the most plausible slip
system. We ﬁnd that this composite structure has a shear strength of 38.33 GPa,
essentially the same as that of B4C (38.97 GPa), indicating the same intrinsic hardness
as B4C. However, the critical failure strain for (001)/[100] slip in the composite is
0.465, which is 41% higher than B4C, indicating a dramatically improvement on
ductility. This arises because incorporation of B6O prevents the failure mechanism of
B4C in which the carbene formed during shear deformation reacts with the C−B−C
chains. This suggests a new strategy for designing ductile superhard ceramics.
1. INTRODUCTION
Because of their extreme high hardness above 40 GPa,
superhard materials are widely used in the manufacturing of
abrasives, polishing and cutting tools, and wear-resistant
coatings.1−6 Boron-based compounds such as boron carbide
(B4C), boron suboxide (B6O), and various boron phases (α, β)
are the most promising types among these materials.7,8 In
particular because of its high hardness, low density (∼2.52 g
cm−3), high melting point (∼2540 °C), good chemical
inertness, high Young’s modulus (∼445 GPa), and high
thermal conductivity (∼30 W m−1 K−1),1,8−11 B4C has been
used extensively in advanced contact-mechanical and tribo-
logical applications where strength, weight, and conductivity are
critical. Although B4C is a promising lightweight body armor
material,8,12 with a high Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) of 17−20
GPa that is critical for body armor materials, B4C displays
abnormal brittle failure under hypervelocity impact and high
pressures that impedes such engineering applications as
structural and functional materials.8,10,12
Recent experiments observed the formation of local
amorphous bands (1−3 nm wide and 100−200 nm long)
under high velocity impact and nanoindentation experiments,
which likely underlie the brittle failure.9,10,12 Indeed, our recent
QM studies13 discovered a unique deformation mechanism
responsible for this amorphous shear band formation as
crystalline B4C shears along the (011 ̅1 ̅)/⟨1̅101⟩ slip system
that is consistent with experimental observation.10 Further-
more, our large-scale (∼200 000 atoms/cell) reactive-molec-
ular-dynamics simulations of shear deformations of B4C found
that brittle failure in B4C arises because fracture of the
icosahedra to form amorphous regions increases the local
density, leading to tension-induced cavitation, crack formation,
and failure.14 These studies provide the atomistic mechanism
underlying the intrinsic brittle failure of B4C.
Lightweight B6O has properties similar to those of B4C, also
combining great hardness with low mass density, high thermal
conductivity, high chemical inertness, and excellent wear
resistance.15,16 Although nanoindentation experiments ob-
served similar amorphous shear band formation along the
(011 ̅1 ̅) plane in B6O,
16 our QM shearing studies of single
crystal B6O along the same slip system (011 ̅1̅)/⟨1 ̅101⟩ show an
unusual structural recovery without fracture of icosahedra.17
We conclude that this diﬀerence between the QM study and
experiment arises from the diﬀerence in loading conditions. In
experimental indentation conditions, a component of com-
pressive stress always accompanies the shear components. The
deformation mechanism deduced from our QM simulations17
suggests that incorporating B6O into B4C might dramatically
improve the ductility of these superhard materials.
Recent experiments synthesizing and consolidating new
composite superhard ceramics from single phase boron-
containing particles have shown improved performance in
applications ranging from high pressure solid synthesis to
nonequilibrium spark plasma chemistry.18−23 For example,
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several multiply composite superhard boron-containing par-
ticles have been synthesized including B6O−B4C,19,20,23 B6O−
cBN,22 and B4C−TiB2.21 As compared to single phase
materials, these multiply composite solids lead to much better
sinterability and physical properties.19,23 It has been reported
that B6O−40 vol % c-BN composition with an average grain
size of 0.5 mm yields Vickers microhardness values of up to 46
GPa (as compared to 38 GPa for single phase materials).22
Also, a maximum hardness of 42 GPa was achieved for the 68.6
vol % B4C−ZrB2 composition due to grain-boundary
strengthening improved by nanosized ZrB2.
18
Among these superhard materials, B6O and B4C have the
same space group and similar lattice parameters; therefore, we
speculated that a solid−solution interlayer between B6O and
B4C crystals could be formed during the sintering reaction that
might increase the hardness and toughness properties.19 For
example, the fracture toughness of the nanostructured B6O−
B4C improves to 8.72 MPa m
1/2 in contrast to 1.3 MPa m1/2 of
the single phase B4C.
8,19 In these systems, the B6O and B4C
grains were both well-dispersed with respect to each other,
suggesting that interlayer bonding is critical to the improved
properties.19,23 To validate such concepts, we used QM to
examine how atomistic level bonding structure between these
two components might aﬀect the mechanical properties.
In this Article, we investigate a laminated composite structure
of B4C−B6O in which layers of B4C alternate with B6O. This is
meant to model 5−10 nm particles, which at our scale would be
essentially ﬂat. We then sheared the composite structure along
various slip systems both parallel to and perpendicular to the
ordered planes to determine which conﬁgurations require the
least shear stress. We ﬁnd that the shear strength of the most
plausible slip system is very close to the ideal shear strength of
B4C, indicating an intrinsic hardness similar to that of B4C.
More important, the critical failure strain for this slip system is
41% larger than that of perfect B4C, indicating a dramatically
improved toughness. We describe the deformation mechanisms
along various slip systems to provide an atomistic under-
standing of the deformation mechanisms and its coupling to the
mechanical properties for these composite ceramics.
2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All QM simulations were performed used the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP) periodic code with plane wave
basis sets.24−26 We used an energy cutoﬀ of 600 eV in all of the
simulations to provide excellent convergence on energy, force,
stress, and geometries. We used the projector-augmented wave
pseudopotentials for the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation density functional.27 The energy error
for convergence of the electronic self-consistent ﬁeld (SCF)
and forces for geometry optimization were set equal to 10−6 eV
and 10−3 eV/Å, respectively. We used the Monkhorst−Pack
grid (4 × 8 × 8) in the k-space for geometry optimization and
(2 × 2 × 2) for shear deformations.
To examine the shear deformation, we imposed the strain for
a particular shear plane, while allowing full structure relaxation
for the other ﬁve strain components.28 The residual stresses
after relaxing the other ﬁve strain components in shear
deformations were less than 0.5 GPa. To denote the slip
directions and planes, this Article uses the three number index
rhombohedral representation.
To gain a deeper insight into the nature of the covalent
bonding and lone pair formation, we analyzed the electronic
structures using the electron localization function (ELF).29,30
The ELF values range from 0 to 1 with values close to 1
corresponding to the highly localized electrons typical for two-
center−two-electron bonds or nonbonding electron lone pairs
in molecules.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Geometric Structures. Experimental and QM studies
agree that the B4C crystal structure has rhombohedral
symmetry with the R3 ̅m space group.1,8,13 The unit cell of
B4C contains one 12-atom icosahedron located at apexes of the
primitive cell with one 3-atom linear chain aligned along the
[111]r direction. Each icosahedron involves two types of
crystallographic sites: six polar sites (denoted as p) connecting
directly to other icosahedra and six equatorial sites (denoted as
e) connecting with the 3-atom chains.
The B4C structure was originally proposed to consist of one
B12 icosahedron and one C−C−C chain, denoted as
B12(CCC).
31 Later, X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) determined that
the chain is C−B−C so that the icosahedron must be B11C, but
whether the C is at the polar or equatorial site is not
determined experimentally.32 QM calculations predicted that
(B11Cp)(CBC) is the ground-state structure, with (B11Ce)-
(CBC) 0.29 eV/unit cell higher in energy.13 One can think of
this (B11Cp)(CBC) structure as having a B
+ in the C−B−C
chain making strong σ bonds to the two C of the linear C−B−
C chain, transferring one electron to the icosahedron to provide
the 26 skeleton electrons within the icosahedron needed to
satisfy Wade’s rule.33 Thus, one can write the structure for B4C
as (B11Cp)
1−(CBC)1+.
The crystal structure of B6O is similar to that of B4C, leading
to a rhombohedral lattice with the R3 ̅m space group. The unit
cell is composed of one B12 icosahedral cluster at the apexes of
the rhombohedral unit cell and one O−O chain along the
trigonal axis.7,16,34 However, each oxygen atom bonds to three
icosahedra through B−O single bonds with 1.50 Å bond length,
while the distance between two chain oxygen atoms is 3.07 Å,
precluding direct O−O bonding.35 Because each O atom makes
3 σ bonds in a plane, it must have one π-like lone pair, making
it a formal O+. Thus, again the B12 icosahedron will gain 2
electrons to provide the 26 skeleton electrons needed to satisfy
Wade’s rule. This leads to a representation as (B12)
2−(O)+(O)+
for B6O.
To obtain what we consider to be the best interfacial
structure of the (B4C)−(B6O) composite, we constructed a
laminated structure with each B4C layer alternating with a B6O
layer along the [100] direction, as shown in Figure 1. In this
laminated structure, both icosahedral clusters (B12)
2− and
(B11Cp)
1− obtain electrons from chain atoms to provide 26
skeletal electrons, satisfying Wade’s rule. In addition, both the
(O)(O)2+ chain and the (C−B−C)1+ chain connect to three
(B12)
2− and to three (B11Cp)
1−. After structure optimization,
the QM ﬁnds that the linear (C−B−C)1+ chains bend to an
angle of 173.5° with respect to the (B12)
2− icosahedra, due to
interactions of the C−B−C chains with the adjacent icosahedra.
The predicted lattice parameters for the laminated structure are
a = 10.37 Å, b = 5.18 Å, c = 5.11 Å, α = 64.47°, β = 64.59°, and
γ = 64.12°, leading to a density of 2.56 g/cm3, which can be
compared to densities of 2.52 and 2.65 g/cm3 for B4C and B6O,
respectively.
3.2. Shear Deformation and Failure Mechanism. On
the basis of previous QM and experimental observations of
amorphous shear band formation, we consider that the (100)r
plane is the most plausible slip plane for both B4C and
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B6O.
10,13,16,17 For the QM simulations, we ﬁrst expanded the
laminate structure to a (2 × 2) cell along the [010] and [001]
directions. We then considered shearing the system along six
diﬀerent slip systems: (001)/[010], (001)/[100], (100)/[001],
(100)/[010], (010)/[001], and (010)/[100], to determine the
most favorable slip system. The stress−strain relationships of
these six slip systems are displayed in Figure 2. Among these
slip systems, we ﬁnd that (001)/[100] has the lowest maximum
shear strength of 38.33 GP, indicating this to be the most
plausible slip system. The second most plausible slip system,
(001)/[010], leads to a maximum shear strength of 38.37 GPa,
which is only slightly higher, indicating this to be a slip system
likely to be activated. The critical failure strain for the (001)/
[100] slip system is 0.465, while that of the (001)/[010] slip
system is 0.429, which are 41% and 30% larger as compared to
the perfect B4C of 0.331,
13 respectively. This indicates a
dramatic improvement in the toughness. In addition, the
availability of two favorable slip systems should improve
ductility (in the same way that a fcc metal is more ductile than
hcp).
These results are consistent with the experimental observa-
tion that nanostructured B6O−B4C composites have a fracture
toughness19 of 8.72 MPa m1/2, as compared to 1.3 and 2.2 MPa
m1/2 for B4C and B6O, respectively. Indeed, we ﬁnd that the
composite leads to a stress−strain curve for the (100)/[001]
slip system that exhibits a linear increase after failure, indicating
a structural recovery similar to that of the perfect B6O crystal.
17
The predicted maximum shear stress and the critical failure
strain are listed in Table 1.
To understand the deformation mechanism of the composite
structure shearing along (001)/[100], we plotted the structural
changes and ELF of these structures in Figures 3 and 4. As the
shear strain increases to 0.276 (Figures 3a and 4b)
corresponding to the maximum shear stress, the B−C bond
stretches from 1.68 Å in the intact structure (Figure 4a) to 2.66
Å. The ELF in Figure 4b shows that after the B−C direct bond
between the icosahedra breaks, it leaves a carbene π lone pair
on the C atom within the icosahedron. However, in contrast to
the perfect B4C shear deformation where this carbene reacts
with the B+ in the C−B−C chain to deconstruct the
icosahedron,13 the carbene lone pair in the composite structure
is close to the O pπ lone pairs with which it cannot react. Thus,
the icosahedra remain unfractured as the shear strain increases
to 0.44, before the structure starts to fail, as shown in Figure 3b.
Finally, as the shear strain increases to 0.489, icosahedron
deconstruction initiates, leading to the B12 partially disinte-
grated cluster shown in Figures 3c and 4c. The ELF in Figure
4c shows that the carbene still exists at 0.489 strain, indicating it
is not involved in the B12 icosahedron deconstruction. Finally,
as the shear strain increases to 0.514, the B12 icosahedra are
fully disintegrated as shown in Figures 3d and 4d. We ﬁnd that
in the composite, it is the B12 icosahedron fractures, not the
B11Cp icosahedron, indicating that the B12 icosahedron is less
stable than B11Cp.
Because the maximum shear stress for the (001)/[010] slip
system is very close to the most plausible slip system, we also
examined the failure mechanism for this slip system, as shown
in Figure 5. As the shear strain increases to the 0.280
corresponding to the maximum shear stress, the B−B bond
between icosahedra increases from 1.71 Å (in the intact
structure) to 2.47 Å, so that the B−B bond is broken, as shown
in Figure 5a. In addition, the B−C bond between icosahedra
increases to 2.95 Å, indicating that it is also broken. As the
shear strain increases to 0.413 (before failure), the C−B−C
chain interacts with the icosahedra, as shown in Figure 5b.
Finally, as the shear strain increases to 0.429, the icosahedra
deconstruct because of the interaction of B12 with the C−B−C
Figure 1. Laminated composite structure of B4C−B6O. The left layer
is from B4C with the C−B−C chain along the [111] direction. The
right layer is from B6O structure with the (O)(O) chain along the
[111] direction. The C−B−C chain (in oval) bends to 173.5° because
of interactions of sides of the (C−B−C)1+ chains with the icosahedra.
The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green,
sienna, and red balls, respectively. This structure was drawn using the
VESTA software.37
Figure 2. Stress−strain relationship for composite B4C−B6O shearing
along various slip systems. The (001)/[100] slip (black) has the
lowest maximum shear strength of 38.33 GPa, indicating this to be the
most plausible activated slip system under high pressure. The (001)/
[010] slip (red) has a similar low maximum shear strength of 38.37
GPa, indicating this is also likely activated under high pressure. The
presence of two orthogonal favorable slip sytems should aid to increase
ductility.
Table 1. Predicted Maximum Shear Stress and Critical
Failure Strain for the Laminated Composite B4C−B6O
Structure Shearing along Various Slip Systemsa
slip system ideal shear strength (GPa) critical failure strain
(001)/[010] 38.37 0.429
(001)/[100] 38.33 0.465
(100)/[001] 46.33 0.297
(100)/[010] 46.91 0.369
(010)/[001] 47.37 0.440
(010)/[100] 46.61 0.392
aOn the basis of these results, we chose the ﬁrst two for further study.
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chain, as shown in Figure 5c. Not all of the icosahedra
deconstruct, as shown in Figure 5d for the rotated structure
viewed along the [010] direction.
This deformation mechanism for shear along the (100)/
[001] slip system is similar to that for perfect B6O.
17 The
structures before and after structural change are shown in
Figure 6. At 0.280 strain (before structural changes), the B−B
bond between icosahedra increases to 2.50 Å, indicating that it
is breaking, as shown in Figure 6a. As the shear strain increases
to 0.297, the structure recovers in the B6O part without
breaking the B11Cp icosahedra, as shown in Figure 6b. This
indicates that the composite structure can recover from the
strain to reform the stable structure under this particular
deformation path.
3.3. Multiple Layer Laminated Structure and Failure
Mechanism. To examine how multiple layer structures aﬀect
Figure 3. Structural changes during the failure process of composite B4C−B6O shearing along the (001)/[100] slip system. (a) The structure at
0.276 strain corresponds to the maximum shear stress. The dashed line indicates the breaking B−C bond. (b) The structure at 0.440 strain, before
failure. (c) The structure at 0.489 strain, corresponding to partial failure of icosahedra. (d) The structure at 0.514 strain, corresponding to full
deconstruction of icosahedra. The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
Figure 4. Changes in the electron localization function (value of 0.85) along the pathway to failure of the composite B4C−B6O shearing along the
(001)/[100] slip system. (a) The intact structure. (b) The structure at 0.276 strain, corresponding to the maximum shear stress. (c) The structure at
0.489 strain, corresponding to partial failure of icosahedra. (d) The structure at 0.514 strain, corresponding to fully deconstructed icosahedra. The
boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
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the deformation mechanism, we constructed a multiple layer
model combining 3 layers of B4C with 2 layers of B6O and
calculated the shear deformation along the most plausible slip
system (001)/[100] as shown in Figure 7. The stress−strain
relationship shows that the critical failure strain decreases from
0.465 for the one layer structure to 0.429 for the multiple layer
structure. This indicates that the multiple layer structure
substantially improves ductility, but less than for the one layer
structure.
The failure mechanism in Figure 7b,c is similar to the one
layer structure. As the strain increases from 0 to 0.254, the B−C
bonds between icosahedra break in the B4C region, as shown in
Figure 7b. The C−B−C chain angle bends to 169.3° in the
interfacial region (oval in Figure 7c) as the strain increases to
0.416. Yet the C−B−C chain only bends to 172.5° in the
interior of B4C (rectangle in Figure 7c). This indicates that the
interior B4C deforms less than the interfacial region, which
arises from the high energy interface accommodating larger
strain than the interior region of crystal. This suppresses the
interior failure of B4C until the strain increases to 0.429 as
shown in Figure 7d. This enables the multiple layer structure to
improve the ductility.
Our simulations showing that the laminate structure leads to
improved ductility suggest that a disordered structure with
alternating laminates involving various numbers of several B4C
and B6O layers would have higher ductility than the perfect
B4C. This could lead to a useful B4C-based glass that retains
hardness while improving ductility.
3.4. Biaxial Shear Deformation. Compression plays an
indispensable role in the failure behavior under hypervelocity
impact. However, shear deformation is the main mechanism for
failure in B4C.
12−14 To consider compression eﬀects in shear
deformations while relating them to a realistic physical
processes, we calculated the biaxial shear deformation that
mimics the indentation conditions for a Vickers indenter and
applied this to the laminated structure along the most plausible
slip system (001)/[100].36
The stress−strain relationship for biaxial shear deformation is
displayed in Figure 8a. The laminated structure deforms
continuously as the strain increases from 0 to 0.166, where the
Figure 5. Structural evolution along the failure pathway of the composite B4C−B6O shearing along the (001)/[010] slip system. (a) The structure at
0.280 strain, corresponding to the maximum shear stress. The dashed line indicates the breaking B−C bond. (b) The structure at 0.413 strain before
failure. (c) The failed structure at 0.429 strain, viewed along the [100] direction. (d) The failed structure at 0.429 strain, viewed along the [010]
direction. The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
Figure 6. Structural changes before (a) and after (b) the structural recovery for composite B4C−B6O shearing along the (100)/[001] slip system.
The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
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shear stress reaches its maximum value of 33.1 GPa. The C−
B−C chain bends from 173.5° for the unstressed structure to
134.6° because of the highly compressive conditions, as shown
in Figure 8b. As the strain increases to 0.187 the C−B−C chain
bends to 132.1° (Figure 8c), at which point the failure initiates.
Finally, as the strain increases to 0.209, the B12 icosahedra layer
Figure 7. Shear deformation of multiple layer model along the (001)/[100] slip system and compared to the one-layer model. (a) The stress−strain
relationship. (b) The structure at 0.254 strain showing the ﬁssion of B−C bond between icosahedra. (c) The structure at 0.416 strain showing the
larger strain at the B4C−B6O interface than that in the interior B4C. (d) The structure at 0.429 strain showing the failure at B4C within the solid
black line. The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
Figure 8. Biaxial shear deformation of laminated structure along (001)/[100] slip system that mimics the indentation conditions. (a) The shear
stress−shear strain relationship of biaxial shear deformation. (b) The structure at 0.166 strain corresponding to the maximum shear stress of 33.1
GPa. (c) The structure at 0.187 strain before failure. (d) The failure structure at 0.209 strain. The boron, carbon, and oxygen atoms are represented
by the green, sienna, and red balls, respectively.
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disintegrates, as shown in Figure 8d. The biaxial failure
mechanism does not involve the B−C bond ﬁssion process
that occurred for pure shear deformation, indicating that
compression can modify the deformation mechanism for
experimental impact conditions.
4. SUMMARY
To improve the ductility of B4C, we use our model for the
origin of brittleness to propose a laminated composite structure
of B4C−B6O. We use QM to examine the shear deformation
along various possible slip systems to understand the
deformation mechanism for a composite structure. We ﬁnd
that the (001)/[100] slip system requires the smallest
maximum shear stress (38.33 GPa), essentially the same as
the ideal shear strength (38.97 GPa) of perfect B4C, indicating
a similar intrinsic hardness. However, we ﬁnd that this
composite leads to a critical failure strain that is 41% larger
than for perfect B4C. This is because the presence of B6O
prevents the failure mechanism exhibited by perfect B4C in
which the carbene of a broken cage−cage B−C bond reacts
with the C−B−C chain. This indicates that it should be
possible to increase the fracture toughness of boron carbide by
designing a composite system of B4C−B6O, a result consistent
with experiments. This may provide useful insight toward the
design of other ductile hard ceramics.
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